ILEC (International Legal English Certificate) sample test: Part 3

Test of Reading

Part 3

Read the text below. With the word in the adjacent box form a derivative that best fits the gap. For example: All (0) statutory statutory references in this section are to the Competition statute

Abuse of dominant position

(0) All (0) statutory references in this section are to the Competition statute
(25) Act 1998 ...... otherwise stated. Subject to section 19, any conduct less
(26) dominant position in a market is ......if it may affect trade within the prohibit
(27) UK. In particular, conduct may constitute an....... if it consists of (a) use
(28) directly or ...... imposing unfair purchase or selling prices or other direct
(29) unfair trading conditions; (b) limiting ...... , markets or (d) produce
(30) making the conclusion of contracts subject to ...... . accept

From a letter

(31) Our company protects, uses, and promotes its rights in this ....... intellect
(32) property throughout the world. We have highly visible...... and advertise
(33) ...... campaigns within the industry. As a result, our name and promote
(34) ...... are wellknown and our products and services are uniquely repute
(35) associated in the minds of the trade and ...... public with our purchase
(36) Company. Your use of our intellectual property is a ...... of our violate

The answers are here